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  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: 

1. Fort Qaitbey stands on a small ………… near Alexandria. 
a- forest b- lake c- island d- hill

2. It was built in ………… . 
a- 1480 b- 1840 c- 1418 d- 1408

3. It was built by …………  Qaitbey. 
a- King b- Sultan c- Prince d- President

4. There is also a small ………… in the fort. 
a- castle b- mosque c- museum d- stadium

  Read the following, then answer the questions: 

   Hi Heba, 
I read an article about Ancient Egypt yesterday. Life in Ancient Egypt was 
different to today. Poor children didn't use to go to school, but children 
from rich families used to start school when they were about seven. When 
they were at home, children used to enjoy playing games. When older 
parents died, they used to leave their houses to the sons. However, they 
used to leave things inside the house, such as jewellery and furniture, to 
the daughters. 

 Salma 

A. Answer the following questions:

1. Did all children use to go to school?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  Ashraf : Who is your hero, Ayman ? 
Ayman : (1).......... ……………………… 
Ashraf : What was your great-grandfather s job . 
Ayman . (2).. ......................................... 
Ashraf : Great ! Where did he worked? 
Ayman He worked in a big hospital in Cairo. 
Ashraf : (3)……………………………….......? 
Ayman No, he wasn't a surgeon. He was a dentist. 
Ashraf :(4)…………………………………..? 
Ayman He used to be a volunteer for the Red Crescent. 
Ashraf : Are you proud of him ? 
 Ayman : (5).......................................................... 

  Complete the following dialogue: 
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2. What did children use to do at home? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. Who used to have the houses when older parents died? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  
 

4. The children from rich families used to start school when they were 
about ………… .  

a. six    b. seven  c. eight   d. nine 

5. The daughters used to get ………… when older parents died. 
a. jewellery   b. furniture  c. A and B   d. houses 

6. The underlined word " they " refers to ………… . 
a. the sons   b. older parents c. the daughters d. children       

 

  Choose the correct word from a, b, c or d: 

1. There's a brown ………… on the floor in our living room. 
a. card  b. carpet    c. curtain   d. drawer 

2. Sama always tidies ……… the kitchen after cooking.  
a. off   b. down    c. away   d. up  

3. A/ An ………… is a model of a person.     
a. figure  b. mask    c. necklace   d. arch 

4. Which sport do you like to ………… ?     
a. do   b. make    c. see    d. be 

5. If there is a problem with your computer system, you can call a/ an ……… . 
a. engineer b. computer engineer  c. shop worker d. nurse 

6. ……… causes bad fires in Australia.  
a. Flood  b. Drought    c. Earthquake   d. Cold  

7 The nurse is a ........ . She saved a lot of people. 
a. hero   b. beggar    c. manager   d. servant 

8. My father always ……… basketball when he was young.  
a. plays b. play    c. played   d. playing 

9. When children speak to adults, they ……… say Mr or Miss and their name.  
a. should  b. mustn’t              c. shouldn't               d. can’t 

10. You ……… touch the statues in the museum. 
a. must  b. could    c. should   d. mustn’t 
 

  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:  

1. How often  …………………  (do) Ali go to the club?  
2. Where …………………  (be) you going? – I'm going to the zoo. 
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3. This train goes …………………  (fast) than the last one. 
4. This is the museum …………………  (who) the school visited last year. 
 

 Write a paragraph of Ninety (90) words on:   
 

"A person you are proud of" 
   

………………………………………………………                    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 
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  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:  

1. When does uncle Ali start work? 
a. 5 am   b. 6 am   c. 7 am   d. 8 am 

2. What does uncle Ali sell ? 
a. fruit   b. meat  c. bread   d. rice 

3. What is uncle Ali feeling now? 
a. thirsty   b. cold    c. hot    d. hungry 

4. What does uncle Ali want to drink now? 

 

  Read the following, then answer the questions:     
 

  

     My name's Nawal. I always get up at half past six. I usually have a 
shower before I get dressed. I have breakfast with my family. My house is 
not far from my school, so I go to school on foot. I always arrive there 
before the bell rings. At break, I have some sandwiches and talk to my 
friends. I play with them in the playground. I come back home at about two 
o'clock. I usually feel tired then. My parents always come from work at 
about three o'clock. I like to help my mum make lunch. After lunch, I do my 
homework. I usually go to bed at nine o'clock. 
 
  

A. Answer the following questions: 

1. What does Nawal usually do after she gets up?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

 

 

Rodina Do you have a daily routine, Mariam ?      
 Mariam :. (1) …………………………………………………………………. 
Rodina : (2)……………………………………………………………………?  
Mariam : I get up at 6 : 30 in the morning.  
Rodina : Do you make your breakfast ? 
 Mariam : 3) ……………………………………………………………………
 Rodina : (4)… ……………………………………………………………….?
 Mariam : My mum always makes it for me. 
 Rodina : How do you go to school every day ? 
 Mariam : (5) …………………………………………………………………….   

a. cinnamon   b. tea    c. coffee  d. water 

 

  Complete the following dialogue:                         
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2. What does Nawal do at break?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. What do you think of Nawal? Why?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

4. Nawal's house is ………… from her school. 
a. near     b. far             c. away         d. opposite  

5. Nawal's parents come home at ………… o'clock. 
a. 2         b. 3                c. 4        d. 5 

6. The underlined word " them " refers to ………… .  
a. Nawal's parents b. Nawal's family c. Nawal's friends d. sandwiches 
 

  Choose the correct word from a, b, c or d: 

1. Our TV is broken. Can you …………… it? 
a. make   b. do    c. mix    d. repair 

2. In the library, books are put on the …………… . 
a. case    b. bookshelf   c. book cover   d. chair 

3. The skin of a zebra is ……………  . 
a. plain   b. spotted   c. striped  d. dotted 

4. My mother makes good food. She is a fantastic …………… . 
a. cooking   b. cook   c. cooker   d. cooks 

5. When you are ill, you should …………… in bed. 
a. go    b. make   c. stay    d. leave 

6. Don't talk to ………… or people you don't know. 
a. neighbours   b. strangers   c. cousins   d. shopkeepers 

7. My cousin draws very well. He wants to be a/ an …………… . 
a. engineer   b. doctor   c. artist   d. pilot 

8. The earth …………… round the sun. 
a. go    b. is going   c. goes   d. went 

9. We're sitting …………… on the rocks because they are very sharp! 
a. happy   b. slow   c. carefully   d. careful 

10. Hassan …………… , so he can't answer the phone. 
a. sleeps   b. is sleeping   c. slept   d. was sleeping 
 

  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:  

1. The market is a place …………………  (which) I often get lost!  
2. Who …………………  (win) the Africa Cup of Nations in 2018? 
3. Mohamed is late for school. He must …………………  (take) a taxi. 
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4. The electric buses in Alexandria are ……………  (green) than the old buses. 

 

 Write an email of Ninety (90) words on:  " A story you liked "  
Your name is Ahmed and your email is ahmed@yahoo.com 

Your friend's name is Mohamed and your email is mohamed@yahoo.com 
   

To  

From   

subject  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

      ……………………………………………… 
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  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:  

1. What can you see in Mona's photo? 
a. a playground  b. a school   c. a cinema   d. a market 

2. What can you see on the left of the photo? 
a. a woman   b. a lady   c. a nurse   d. a man 

3. What does the man sell in his shop ? 
a. fruit   b. egg    c. meat   d. vegetables 

4. What can we see on the right? 
a. a woman   b. two women  c. two men   d. a man 

 

  Complete the following dialogue:                         

 

  Read the following, then answer the questions:     
 
  

   My name's Ali. I know some people with different jobs. They like their job 
very much. My uncle is a police officer. It is an important job. He drives 
around the city and makes sure that people are safe in the streets. He 
catches thieves and put them in prisons. My aunt is a nurse. She helps the 
doctor and looks after patients in the hospital. My sister is a call-centre 
worker. She speaks to people on the phone. She helps them with their 
problems. Our neighbour Mr Sami is a street-food seller. He always works 
in the street. He prepares food for people to eat. His job is hard because he 
usually works very early in the morning. I want to be a doctor in the future. 
 
  

A. Answer the following questions: 

1. What does a police officer do?  

.....................................................................................................................  
 

 

 

 

.Salma  : Where are you from ? 
Dina  : (1) ………………..…… ……………..
 Salma  : Is El Fayoum a beautiful city ?
 Dina  : (2)………………….. It has beautiful nature reserves .
 Salma  : (3) ………………..…… ………………………… ?
 Dina  : I live with my parents, my sister and my brother. 
Salma  : (4) ………………..…… ……………………… ? 
Dina  : Yes, It helps me to do research or to communicate with my friends. 
Salma  : Great. (5) ………………..………………………………… ?
  Dina  : Yes, I have one from England and another from Germany .  
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2. Where does Ali's aunt work?  

.....................................................................................................................  
3. Why is Mr Sami's job hard?  

.....................................................................................................................  
 

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

4. Ali wants to be a  ………… in the future. 
a. police officer    b. call-centre worker  c. teacher         d. doctor  

5. Thieves always go to ………… in the end. 
a. hospitals        b. schools            c. prisons       d. parks 

6. The underlined word " He " refers to ………… .  
a. Ali   b. Ali's uncle  c. Mr Sami  d. Ali's father 
 

  Choose the correct word from a, b, c or d: 

1. Samy works as a ……… for a charity that helps to clean our local beach. 
a. disabled  b. figure                       c. model              d. volunteer 

2. The ………… takes you to the top of a building, without using the stairs. 
a. left    b. hall    c. ladder   d. lift 

3. Hana usually …………… dinner for her family. 
a. does    b. takes   c. makes   d. gives 

4. You can sit on this ……………  . Four people can sit on it. 
a. chair    b. table   c. bed   d. sofa 

5. Trains travel on …………… lines. 
a. railway   b. airway   c. post    d. road 

6. Nurses help …………… to get better at hospitals. 
a. medicines   b. patients   c. players   d. wards 

7. We buy bread from the …………… . 
a. baker's   b. bookshelf   c. bank   d. doctor's 

8. The sun …………… us heat and light. 
a. give    b. is giving   c. gives   d. gave 

9. The driver of the school bus drives …………… . 
a. carefully   b. careful   c. careless   d. slow 

10. My cousin …………… with us at the moment . 
a. stays   b. is staying   c. stayed   d. staying 

 

  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:  

1. Aya and I …………………  (be) studying maths yesterday evening. 
2. Mona …………………  (go) to the club two hours ago. 
3. I like the book …………………  (who) my father bought me last week. 
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4. Why are you running …………………  (quick), Ramy? 
 

 Write a paragraph of Ninety (90) words on:   
 

"Recycling" 
   

………………………………………………………                    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 
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  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:  

1. Malak is a/ an ………… girl.  
a. lazy   b. active   c. bored   d. sad  

2. She spends ………… hours doing exercise?  
a. two    b. three   c. four   d. five  

3. Malak sleeps ………… every day.  
a. late    b. early   c. lately  d. hard    

4. She doesn't like sending ………… .    
a. emails   b. text messages  c. photos   d. addresses 

 

  Complete the following dialogue:                         

 

  Read the following, then answer the questions:     
 

  

   My aunt is my hero. She is called Salwa. She lives in Giza. She is a doctor. 
She works in a hospital. She takes care of sick people and makes them 
better. She is very hard-working. She usually works eight hours a day, but 
she sometimes has to work twelve hours. At school, she was very clever and 
good in all subjects. After she finished secondary school, she went to Cairo 
University. She had to study for seven years there to be a doctor. She likes 
being a doctor because she likes helping people. 
 
  

A. Answer the following questions: 

1. Where does Dr Salwa work?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. How many hours does she work a day?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 Walid and Ahmed are talking about Ahmed's favourite room in the house. 
 Walid : What's your favourite room in your house ? 
 Ahmed :    (1) …………………………………….………………….... 
 Walid : (2)……………….………………………………………………?
 Ahmed : Because the bedroom contains all my things.  
Walid : (3) …………………………………………………………  ? 
 Ahmed : Yes, there is a sofa in my bedroom.  
Walid : How many curtains are there in your room ?  
Ahmed :  (4) ……………………………………………………………
 Walid : Where do you put your clothes ?  
Ahmed :(5) ………………………………………………………………….. 
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3. Why does she like being a doctor? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: 

4. Students go to university after they finish ………… school. 
a. nursery   b. primary    c. prep  d. secondary 

5. The underlined word "there" refers to ………… . 
a. Giza    b. Cairo university   c. school d. hospital 

6. The word " clever " means ………… . 
a. lazy    b. smart    c. noisy  d. terrible 

 

  Choose the correct word from a, b, c or d: 

1. Patients sleep in ………… in hospitals. 
a. wards   b. garages   c. suites   d. flats  

2. ………… work in the street. They sell food. 
a. Police officers b. Street-food sellers c. Nurses    d. Nurses  

3. Do you ……… the answer to this question? 
a. no   b. know  c. now    d. new 

4. Some people are scared ………… dogs. 
a. of    b. for    c. about  d. from 

5. Girls sometimes spend much time looking at themselves in the ………… . 
a. medal   b. wardrobe  c. mirror  d. sofa 

6. A ……… does experiments to study and find out about how things work. 
a. scientist  b. surgeon  c. sports coach   d. charity worker 

7. Ali has to put his toys ………… when he finished playing with them. 
a. up    b. away   c. in    d. out  

8. The boys are waiting ………… for the football match to start. 
a. excited   b. excitedly   c. exciting   d. excite 

9. Wael ……… a junior chess competition when he was only 12! 
a. wins   b. winning  c. won    d. is winning 

10. Where did your grandparents ..... ? 
a. lived   b. used to live  c. use to live   d. living 
 

  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:  

1. The mechanic …………………  (repair) my car now 
2. Have you seen the car …………………  (where) my father bought? 
4. Everyone in the picture …………………  (be) happy. 
4. …………………  (Do) Amr go to school yesterday? 
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 Write an email of Ninety (90) words on:  " your favourite sport "  
Your name is Ali and your email is ali@yahoo.com 

Your friend's name is Samy and your email is samy@yahoo.com 
   

To  

From   

subject  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

      ……………………………………………… 
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  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:  

1. Heba likes her ………… . 
a. school   b. home   c. bedroom   d. classroom 

2. There's always ………… when she opens the curtains. 
a. wind   b. moonlight   c. sunlight   d. storms 

3. Her wardrobe is ………… . 
a. small   b. big    c. brown   d. long 

4. Heba hasn't got a/ an ………… in her room. 
a. basin  b. armchair  c. wardrobe  d. bed 
 

  Complete the following dialogue:                         

 

  Read the following, then answer the questions:     
 
  

Hi Leila 
   Thank you for sending me your profile. Here is some information about 
me. I live with my parents and my two sisters in Oxford in England. We live 
in a house but we don't have a garden. Does your home have a garden? 
Without a garden, I often go to the park at the weekends. I love taking 
photos of the birds there. Do you have many birds where you live? I enjoy 
my school and I have many friends there. The school is a short walk from 
my house. Is your school nearby, or is it far from your home? I hope you can 
write to me again soon and please answer my questions! 
Best wishes 
Mariana 
 

  

A. Answer the following questions: 

1. Where does Mariana live?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

Aya is talking with Sama who bought a new mobile. 
Aya  : Hello, Sama. How are you? 
Sama: (1)…………………………… . I bought a new mobile phone.
 Aya  : Congratulations! (2) …………………………………… ? 
Sama : I bought it yesterday. 
Aya  : (3)…………………………… …………………………… ? 
Sama : I bought it for 3000 LE. 
Aya  : Where did you buy it ? 
Sama : (4) ……………………………………………………… . 
Aya  : Can you come with me to buy a new mobile phone?
  Sama : (5) ………………………………………………………… .   
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2. How many people are there in Mariana's family?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. What does she often do at the weekend?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

4. Mariana's house hasn't got a/an  ………… . 
a. garden     b. door    c. window         d. floor  

5. Mariana's school is ………… her house. 
a. not near        b. near             c. far        d. remote 

6. The underlined word " there " refers to ………… .  
a. her house  b. her school  c. the park  d. the garden 
 

  Choose the correct word from a, b, c or d: 

1. Hanan thanked me …………… helping her to clean the office. 
a. of    b. for    c. about   d. on 

2. Not many fish live in the river because it is very ……… . 
a. fresh   b. beautiful  c. polluted   d. nice 

3. We should use more ……… energy from the sun and the wind. 
a. green   b. red   c. blue    d. black 

4. Students mustn't be …………  in the library.  
a. quiet   b. quite   c. noisy   d. happy  

5. We usually pray at a/an ……… . 
a. arch   b. mosque  c. castle  d. statue 

6. The earthquake was the second ……… in the city this year.   
a. charity  b. natural disaster c. countryside  d. volunteer 

7. You should ………… those tomato plants in the garden. 
a. plant  b. make  c. get   d. talk 

8. Where ………… you use to live when you were young? 
a. did   b. does   c. do   d. were 

9. That is the horse ………… won the race. 
a. that    b. who   c. whose   d. where 

10. You don't ………… take out the rubbish, I did it this morning.   
a. has   b. have  c. have to   d. has to 

 

  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:  

1. Samy …………………  (want) to buy a new car. 
2. Why are you walking so …………………  (slow), Adel? 
3. Hany is not …………………  (watch) where he is going now. 
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4. How much time do you spend on …………………  (text) your friends? 
 

 Write a paragraph of Ninety (90) words on:   
 

"A job which does something useful for the society" 
   

………………………………………………………                    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...………… 
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General Test 1: Fort Qaitbey stands on a small island near Alexandria. It was built 

by Sultan Qaitbey in 1480. Tourists can go into the fort. From its walls, you get 
a beautiful view of the sea. There is also a small museum in the fort. 

 
General Test 2: Uncle Ali has a bakery in our street. He starts work at five o'clock 

in the morning. His bread is very nice. At this moment he is very hot. He wants 
someone to bring him some water. 

 
General Test 3: My name's Mona. This is a photo of me at the market. On the left, 

we can see a man. I think it is his shop and it is selling fruit and other things. In 
the middle, we can see a man riding a bicycle. on the right, we can see two 
women. I think they want to buy something. 

 
General Test 4: Malak is an active girl. She spends two hours on doing exercise 

every day. She also spends three hours doing her homework. She doesn't like 
sending text messages. She sleeps early and gets up early. 

 
General Test 5: My name's Heba. I like my bedroom. When I open the curtains, 

there is always lots of sunlight in the room. My bed is under the window. In 
front of the bed I have a big wardrobe. I put my dresses in there. There is also 
an armchair next to the window. I sometimes read books here. I don't have a 
basin in my room because the bathroom is next to my room.  

 
 

 

 بالتوفيق جلميع الطالب فايف ستارزمع متنيات فريق إعداد كتاب 
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A-Listening
1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  ( 4 Marks ) 
1. Adel is a volunteer for a …………………….. 
a. Company b. Charity c. park d. zoo
2. The charity helps to clean a local…………………….. 
a. canal b. school c. beach d. river
3. They go to the beach and……………………..up the rubbish at the weekend. 
a. pick b. wash c. look d. get
4. They always pick up lots of……………………..bottles. 
a. glass                          b. paper                              c. wood                                  d. plastic
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

B) Language Functions
2- Complete the following dialogue: ( 5 Marks )
Rodina  : Do you have a daily routine, Mariam ? 
Mariam : (1) …………………………………………………………………. 
Rodina  : (2)……………………………………………………………………? 
Mariam : I get up at 6 : 30 in the morning. 
Rodina  : Do you make your breakfast ? 
Mariam : (3) …………………………………………………………………… 
Rodina  : (4)… ……………………………………………………………….? 
Mariam : My mum always makes it for me. 
Rodina  : How do you go to school every day ? 
Mariam : (5) ……………………………………………………………………. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C) Reading Comprehension
3- Read the following, then answer the questions: ( 6 Marks )
  Adel's parents always advise him to go to bed early so as not to be late for school. He 
is fond of playing computer games. Last Friday evening, he spent a very long time doing 
that so he went to bed very late. The next morning, he could not get up early. He ran to 
school. He did not prepare his school bag well. In the class, he did not find his science 
or English books. He tried to borrow them but he could not. His teachers were angry 
with him. He was sorry. He apologised to them saying I'm very sorry. I'll never forget 
my parents' advice.
A- Answer the following questions:
1. Why did Adel go to bed late?   ………..…………………………..……………………………………………. 
2. Why were his teachers angry with him?  …………………………………………………………………… 
3. Do you go to bed early? ………………………………………………………………….…………………………. 
B- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Adel got up late last……………………… 
a. Friday b. Sunday c. Saturday d. Monday
5. The underlined word "them" refers to Adel's …………………… 
a. parents b. books c. games d. teachers

نص االستماع فى نهاية االمتحان
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6. Adel's hobby is playing …………………… 
a. football              b. computer games              c. basketball                      d. chess 

E) Vocabulary and Structure 
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: ( 10 Marks ) 
1-Water covered the houses in the village because of the…………..……………………                                                        

a. drought                     b. volcano                         c. pollution                               d. flood 

2- A/An …………..…………………… is an area of very dry land. 
a. desert                        b. dessert                          c. address                                 d. dress 

3- Tanat is known for growing …………..……………………. 
a. plastic                        b. metal                            c. paper                                     d. cotton 

4- Students …………..……………………send SMSs during the lesson.  
a. are                             b. mustn't                         c. should                                   d. not 
5- I go to a nearby …………..……………………five times a day to pray.                                                                               
a. restaurant               b. chemist                          c. club                                       d. mosque  
6- He answered the maths test as…………..…………………… as he answered the English test. 
a. bad                           b. worse                              c. worst                                    d. badly 

7- …………..…………………… energy is energy that is good for the environment. 
a. Black                        b. Yellow                             c. Green                                   d. Red 
8- Tanta's beautiful Al-Amadi Mosque is …………..…………………… by thousands of people.                                                                             

a. visited                     b. visit                                   c. visits                                    d. visiting 

9- It was sunny and the snow was beginning to…………..…………………… 
 a. freeze                    b. melt                                   c. cool                                      d. cold 
10- A/An …………..…………………… is a large comfortable chair with parts to put arms on. 
a. basin                       b. armchair                           c. wardrobe                           d. mirror 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: ( 4 Marks ) 
1- I........................... (prepared) dinner yesterday when the cooker stopped working. 
2- Samy used to........................... (waiting) for us every time when we got off the plane.  
3- This is the doctor........................... (which) came and saw me at home. 
4- ...........................(Does) Ali come to your party last week? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                                                F) Writing :- ( 6 Marks )  
6- Write a paragraph of NINETY (90) words on:  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Jobs at home 

I share a bedroom with my sister and we are sometimes quite messy, so we usually 
tidy up every evening before we go to bed. We put away all our clothes and books. 
Twice a week, my brother and I take out the rubbish. We do it together because the 
bins are quite heavy. My parents donate money to a charity which helps a local school 
for disabled people. We think it is important to help people in the community. 

 
I'm Adel. I work as a volunteer for a charity which helps to clean our local beach. At  Listening text.

the weekend, we go to the beach and pick up the rubbish that people leave behind. We always pick 
up lots of plastic bottles!  
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A Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1 My father and my uncle have an old ........... .  

a  mobile b  boat c  car d  bike 
2 Aya doesn't like the ............ very much. 

a  coffee b  soup c  juice d  water 
3 My parents and I usually have a big ............ with my grandparents. 

a  dinner b  lunch c  breakfast d  snack 
4 My grandparents’ house is ............ than our flat. 

a  more beautiful b  taller c  bigger d  smaller 

B Complete the following dialogue: 
Salesman How can I help you? 
Dina May I have a look at some skirts,  .......................................................................... ? 
Salesman OK! What do you  ............................................................................. about this one? 
Dina It's nice, but I want another one. 
Salesman  ....................................................................................................................................................... ? 
Dina Because it is too small. 
Salesman What about that one? 
Dina Nice, How  ...................................................................................................................... is it? 
Salesman L.E. 150 
Dina  ...............................................................................................................Here is the money. 

C Read the following, then answer the questions: 

Most dolphins live in salt water, but some live in rivers. Dolphins are from 
1.5 metres to 4 metres long, but the largest dolphin, can be up to 8 metres 
long. Dolphins are the friendliest animals in the sea and stories of them 
helping people have been common since Roman times. They look after other 
dolphins when they are ill, look after mothers and protect the weakest  
in the community, as we do. A dolphin's nose is on top of its head so the 
dolphin can easily breathe on the surface of the water. Some scientists have 
suggested that dolphins have a language but it is much more probable that 
they communicate with each other without needing words. Some scientists 
think that dolphins are more intelligent than men .  

 
1 Where do most dolphins live? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 Do you like dolphins? Why? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 What do some scientists think about dolphins? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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4 Dolphins are from ............ metres to 4 metres long. 

a  1.5 b  1.3 c  1 d  1.2 
5 A dolphin's ............ is on top of its head. 

a  hand b  nose c  arm d  tail 
6 Dolphin are ............ animals. 

a  ugly b  busy c  intelligent d  lazy 

D Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1 I watch the matches at the ............  

a  school b  theatre c  cinema   d  stadium 
2 This ............ has very strong walls. It was built to protect the country.  

a  castle b  school c  house d  museum 
3 Dina has the ............  routine every school day. 

a  different b  same c  easy d  difficult 
4 Tamer always communicate ............ his wife daily. 

a  on b  in  c  with d  off 
5 Everyone helps her. She’s ............  

a  lucky b  unlucky c  angry d  annoyed 
6 Scientists do ............ to study how things work. 

a  acceptations b  experiences c  expectations d  experiments 
7 This seat is more ............ than the old one. I like it. 

a  interested b  comfortable c  tired d  excited 
8 After school,I............ chicken. 

a  feed   b  feed c  feeding d  is feeding 
9 I am ............ today. 

a  work b  worked c  works d  working 
10 How ............ homework do you have to do this evening ? 

a  much b  many c  long d  tall 

E Complete the sentence with the correct form of the word(s) in the brackets : 
1 You (shouldn’t) …………… ask her a cup of tea. She is our guest. 
2 (Be) …………… you busy last night ? 
3 He is (tall) …………… than Abeer. 
4 You (mustn’t) …………… arrive on time. 

F Write a paragraph of about 90 words on: 
"air pollution" 

 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  
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A Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1 At the weekend, we do our ............  

a  jobs b  housework c  project d  homework 

2 On ............ we sometimes spend time with our father. 
a  Monday b  Friday c  Saturday d  Sunday 

3 On Saturday  ............, I often stay in bed. 
a  morning b  evening c  afternoon d  at night 

4 My grandmother is a ............ cook. 
a  bad b  fantastic c  silly d  famous 

B Complete the following dialogue: 
Amir Happy to meet you here, Salah. 
Salah Me too, Amir. 
Amir Is it your first  .............................................................................................................................. ? 
Salah No, it is my third visit. 
Amir  ..................................................................................................................... do you come here? 
Salah To buy some books and a dictionary. 
Amir How long  ................................................................................................you stay in Cairo? 
Salah I will stay  ................................................................................................................. two weeks 
Amir That’s fine. you can stay with me. 
Salah Thanks. You are so  .................................................................................................................. .  

C Read the following, then answer the questions: 

Money helps us buy things we need and want. People earn money by 
working at all different kinds of jobs. You can earn money even if you are a 
child. If you have money, you can use it for many things. You can pay for 
things from supermarkets. You can save it in the bank. Paper money is also 
called pounds. The numbers on the paper money tell how many pounds it is 
worth. If it has a one on it, it is a one pound bill. Coins are made from different 
kinds of metal. Some people prefer paper money to coins because coins are 
heavy and need more space than coins. 

 
1 What is paper money called in Egypt? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 Can a child earn money? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 Where can you save money? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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4 Coins are made of different kinds of ............ .  

a  metal b  plastic c  paper d  wood 

5 Some people don’t prefer ............ because they are heavy. 
a  banks b  coins c  banknotes d  bills 

6 The ............ on the paper money tells how many pounds it is worth. 
a  picture b  amount c  number d  quantity 

D Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1 When you arrive at the temple, you mustn’t touch any ............  . 

a  routs b  ruins c  rains d  runners 
2 Petra in Jordan ............ to around 300 BCE. 

a  dates b  hates c  goes d  gets 
3 Green ............ helps our environment. 

a  rubbish b  energy c  bottle d  water 
4 Magdi Yacoub helps children ............ heart problems. 

a  in b  at c  with d  off 
5 Ali has to ............ his toys away when he’s finished playing with them. 

a  hut b  shut c  cut d  put 
6 Her handwriting is so bad. She has to learn ............ . 

a  autography b  calligraphy c  photography d  info graphy 
7 His school is in the country near a railway ............ . 

a  line b  circle c  square d  triangle 
8 He ............ shout at his mother. 

a  should b  mustn’t c  must d  has to 
9 There is ............ important football match on TV. 

a  no article b  an c  the d  a 
10 You don’t ............ travel now because the flight was delayed. 

a  has to b  has c  have to d  have 
11 When his mother died, he ............ after his brothers and sisters.  

a  looked b  looking c  look d  looks 
E Complete the sentence with the correct form of the word(s) in the brackets : 
1 Yacoub (born) …………… in 1935. 
2 While I was playing. I (see) …………… my sister crying. 
3 This chair is the (much) …………… comfortable than yours. 
4 You (mustn’t) …………… listen to your teacher. 

F Write a paragraph of about 90 words on : 
"A school trip you went on yesterday" 

 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  
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A Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1 It's normal for teenagers to get ............ or to feel sad sometimes. 

a  happy b  worried c  surprised d  interested 
2  ............  often don't sleep enough. 

a  Teenagers b  Toddlers c  Children d  The old 
3 Young people who sleep ............ hours a night are much happier. 

a  four to eight b  two to four c  three to four d  eight to ten 
4 It's good to be ............ sometimes. 

a  angry b  lonely c  alone d  annoyed 

B Complete the following dialogue: 
Wafaa Hello, Basma. 
Basma Hi, Wafaa. 
Wafaa Oh! It's a nice bag. Is it new? 
Basma Yes, it  ............................................................................................................................................. .  
Wafaa Who bought it for you? 
Basma My  ............................................................................................................... bought it for me. 
Wafaa  .............................................................................................................................. did he buy it? 
Basma Only yesterday. 
Wafaa Do you know the shop  ...................................... your father bought the bag? 
Basma Yes, I  ................................................................................................... It’s next to the zoo.  

C Read the following, then answer the questions: 

One day Yousry went to town to buy new clothes. He went with his 
friends Ahmed and Mohammed to Abo Ammar’s shop. First he tried on a pair 
of trousers. He didn't like the trousers, so he gave them back to the 
shopkeeper. Then he tried a t-shirt which had the same price as the trousers. 
Yousry was pleased with the t-shirt, and he left the shop. Before he climbed 
on his donkey to ride home, the shopkeeper and the shop-assistant ran out. 
"You didn't pay for the t-shirt!" said the shopkeeper. "But I gave you the 
trousers in exchange for the t-shirt, didn't I?" replied Yousry. "Yes, but you 
didn't pay for the trousers, either!" said the shopkeeper. "But I didn't buy the 
trousers," replied Yousry. "I am not so stupid as to pay for something which I 
never bought." 

 
1 Who went with Yousry? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 How did Yousry go to Abo Ammar’s shop? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
3 How much money does Yousry pay? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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4 Yousry isn’t ............  

a  stupid b  intelligent c  tall d  fast 
5 Yousry wants to buy a ............  

a  shirt b  rope c  cup d  t-shirt 
6 Yousry is a ............  

a  carpenter b  doctor c  farmer d  teacher 

D Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1 While we were looking ............ the museum, we found amazing designs. 

a  around b  round c  sound d  hound 
2 He doesn’t have a shop. He sells his products ............ . 

a  on line b  online c  offline d  off line 
3 He seems to be hungry. Let’s ............ our food with him. 

a  share b  cook c  throw d  cut 
4 Police officers make ............  that people are safe in the streets. 

a  shore b  ashore c  sure d  short 
5 I’m looking ............ to going home. 

a  about b  at c  for d  forward 

6 A random ............ of kindness is a kind thing that you do for no reason. 
a  action b  act c  contact d  fact 

7 When Omar was 22, a shark ............ him and he lost his a leg. 
a  cooked b  attacked c  attracted d  ate 

8 The Nile is ............ polluted than it was before. 
a  the most b  many c  more d  much 

9 You ............ touch the stones in the museum. 
a  has to b  have to c  must d  mustn’t 

10 Drought is as ............ floods. 
a  serious b  serious as c  serious than d  serious so 

E Complete the sentence with the correct form of the word(s) in the brackets : 
1 I (am) …………… very tired yesterday. 
2 My father usually( walk) …………… to school when he was young. 
3 He (always / be) …………… polite. 
4 I (eat) …………… when he came. 

F Write a paragraph of about 90 words on :  
"How we can help our environment to be clean" 

 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  
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A Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1 People need ............ to be happy. 

a  population b  pollution c  nature d  problems 
2 If you live in the ............, go to a park. 

a  city b  country c  village d  town 
3 When you do something ............ for someone else, this makes you feel happy. 

a  unkind b  wrong c  bad d  kind 
4 One of the best ways to be ............  is to remember the good things in your life. 

a  angry b  happy c  sad d  unhappy 

B Complete the following dialogue: 
Mona  Good afternoon, Sahar. 
Sahar  Good afternoon, Mona. 
Mona  Where  ....................................................................................... you going this evening ? 
Sahar  I'm going to the airport this evening. 
Mona   ............................................................................................................................................................... ? 
Sahar  To meet my father. He's coming from Kuwait. 
Mona  When  .......................................................................................................... his plane arrive ? 
Sahar  It will arrive  .............................................................................................................. 6 o’clock  
Mona  I hope he arrives safely. 
Sahar  Thanks, Mona. See you  ........................................................................................................ .  

C Read the following, then answer the questions: 

One day, Ahmed was on the third floor of his house, mending a broken 
door. He had nearly finished, and he was pleased with his work. Suddenly, he 
heard a voice below call "Hello!" When he looked down, Ahmed saw an old 
man in dirty clothes standing below. "What do you want?" asked Ahmed. 
"Come down and I'll tell you," called the man. Ahmed was angry, but he was 
a polite man, so he put down his tools. Carefully, he climbed all the way down 
to the ground. "What do you want?" he asked, when he reached the ground. 
"Could you spare a little money for an old beggar?" asked the old man. 
Ahmed thought for a minute. Then he said, "Come with me." He began 
climbing the ladder again. The old man followed him all the way to the top. 
When they were both sitting on the third floor, Ahmed turned to the beggar 
and said "No". 

 
1 What was Ahmed doing when he heard a voice below? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 Do you think Ahmed behaved well with the old man? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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3 What did the old man need? 
  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

 
4 Ahmed was ............ with his work. 

a  unhappy b  sad c  angry d  pleased 
5 Ahmed was on the ............ floor of his house. 

a  fourth b  second c  third d  first 
6 The old man was wearing ............ clothes. 

a  soft b  dirty c  expensive d  clean 
D Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1 To make this cake, ............  these ingredients in bowls and put it in the oven. 

a  chop b  fix c  mix d  move 
2 What is this chair made  ............?     -Wood. 

a  in b  with c  from d  of 
3 The ............ buses are cleaner than the old buses. 

a  electrician b  electric c  electricity d  electrical 
4 Give me ............ of heroes from other countries. 

a  examinations b  examine c  exams d  examples 
5 He takes ............ the rubbish because the bins are full. 

a  over b  in c  out d  into 
6 Shimaa is deaf, but she understands us because we use ............ . 

a  sign language b  French language c  English language d  signal language 
7 They put him in ............ because he did something wrong. 

a  the museum b  prison c  bed d  the club 
8 He gets up early and ............ to music. 

a  listens b  listening c  listen d  listened 
9 While he ............, his mother arrived. 

a  were sleeping b  sleeping c  was sleeping d  is sleeping 
10 Vegetables ............ to make  our bodies healthy. 

a  eat b  are eaten   c  is eating d  eats 
E Complete the sentence with the correct form of the word(s) in the brackets : 
1 He is (cry) …………… because he can’t finf his dad at the station. 
2 He looks forward to (build) …………… a big house. 
3 You (has to) …………… sleep early. 
4 You (not have to) …………… walk to school. We have a car. 

F Write a paragraph of about 90 words on:  
"Ancient sites you want to visit" 

 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  
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A Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1 It is normal to think that other people are doing more ............ things than you. 

a  dangerous b  exciting c  serious d  difficult 
2 You are ............ to think that people have better times than you. 

a  stupid b  right c  wrong d  lazy 
3 We all work and ............ at different times. 

a  walk b  run c  sleep d  relax 
4 Be ............ for the good things in your life. 

a  grateful b  sad c  bored d  unhappy 
B Complete the following dialogue: 

Ali  Hello, Ahmed! 
Ahmed  Hello, Ali! What are you going to do this summer? 
Ali  I'm going to travel to Mansoura. 
Ahmed   ............................................................................................ are you going to travel there? 
Ali  By  ......................................................................................................................................................... .  
Ahmed  Is travelling by bus better than travelling by train? 
Ali  I’m not  ............................................................................... , but I like travelling by bus. 
Ahmed  How long will you  ........................................................................................................ there? 
Ali  I will stay there  ........................................................ two weeks. What about you? 
Ahmed  I am going to Paris for two months. 

C Read the following, then answer the questions: 

Mrs. Shouki and Mrs. Fady are sisters. Mrs. Shouki lives in a house in 
Tanta and Mrs. Fady lives in a flat in Beni Suef. One day Mrs. Shouki visited 
her sister. When her sister answered the door, Mrs. Fady looked so sad. 
"What's the matter?" she asked. Mrs. Fady said "My cat Sammy died last 
night and I have no place to bury him". 

Mrs. Shouki was very sad because she knew her sister loved the cat very 
much. Suddenly Mrs. Shouki said "I can bury your cat in my garden in Tanta 
and you can come and visit him sometimes." Mrs. Fady stopped crying and 
the two sisters had tea together and a nice visit. Mrs. Shouki said it was time 
for her to go home. She put the dead Sammy into a shopping bag. Mrs. 
Shouki took the shopping bag and walked to the bus stop. She waited a long 
time for the bus so she bought a newspaper. When the bus arrived, she got 
on the bus, sat down and put the shopping bag on the floor beside her feet. 
She then began to read the newspaper. When the bus arrived at her bus 
stop, she got off the bus and walked for about two minutes. Suddenly she 
remembered she had left the shopping bag on the bus. 

 
1 Was the dead cat male or female? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2 Where did Mrs. Shoukri put the dead Sammy? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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3 What did Mrs. Shoukri remember when she got off the bus ? 
  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

 
4 The cat’s name is ............ . 

a  Shady b  Sammy c  Shoukri d  Fady 
5 Mrs. Fady is crying because her cat is ............ . 

a  active b  lazy c  dead d  sick 
6 The two sisters had ............ together. 

a  tea b  coffee c  juice d  honey 
D Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1 Tourists ............ money to this area and this helps local people. 

a  take b  sell c  buy d  bring 
2 I love going to ............ places such as museums and ancient ruins. 

a  cultural b  culture c  cultured d  cultures 
3 He has a ............ on his bookshelf. It helps him to study. 

a  lamb b  lam c  lamp d  lab 
4 He ............ much time playing video games. 

a  lends b  spends c  sends d  borrows 
5 She is laughing ............  

a  fast b  sadly c  angrily d  loudly 
6 A ............ is the shape of your mouth that shows you are happy. 

a  line b  slide c  smell d  smile 
7 My sister ............ all her exams with good marks. 

a  fails b  passes c  faces d  kisses 
8 He ............ to wash his hands. It’s necessary. 

a  have to b  have c  has d  must 
9 He listens as ............ as he speaks. 

a  careful b  more careful c  carefully d  more carefully 
10 He ............ at home yesterday. 

a  didn’t b  doesn’t c  isn’t d  wasn’t 
E Complete the sentence with the correct form of the word(s) in the brackets : 
1 Samsung phones are (cheap) …………… than iphones 
2 He feels (sadly) …………… after the exam. 
3 Ahmed (a relative clause) …………… helped me is a doctor. 
4 He used to (sleeping) …………… late. 

F Write a paragraph of about 90 words on :  
My favourite hobby 

 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 ......................................................................................................................................................................................  

 



My father and my uncle have an old boat which they are repairing. I am 

learning to sail but Aya doesn't like the water very much! On Friday 

evening, my parents and I usually have a big dinner with my grandparents 

and we sometimes stay at their house. It's bigger than our flat. 

At the weekend, we do our homework and on Saturday we sometimes spend 

time with our father and uncle on their boat. On Saturday morning, I often 

stay in bed and then I have a late breakfast with grandmother. she's a 

fantastic cook! In the afternoon, I do my homework. 

It's normal to get worried or to feel sad sometimes,but what helps teenagers 

to feel happy? We found many things that can help. Teenagers often don't 

sleep enough, but this is a time in your life when you need a lot of sleep. 

Young people who sleep eight to ten hours a night are much happier ! It's 

good to be alone sometimes, but you should spend time with your farmily 

and also try to make new friends 

           People need nature to be happy. Go to the desert or the river, if you 

live in the city, go to a park. When you do something kind for someone else, 

this makes you feel happy, too. Try it you feel really good. One of the best 

ways to be happy is to remember the good things in your life and feel 

pleased about them. 

It is normal to think that other people are doing more exciting things than 

you, but remember: you are wrong! When you go to the park or the beach, 

do you send photos to your friends? They probably think YOU are having a 

better time than they are! Remember that we all work and relax at different 

times. Be grateful for the good things in your life and continue to work 

hard! 



Cairo Governorate        First Term Exam 2021 

Helwan Educational Directorate      Time allowed: 2 H 

School:     prep. School      English Language 

Second year prep.         Date:     /     /  

)4 MARKS(  Listen and choose the correct answer-1 

1- What does Heba like? 

a) school         b) home                  c) bedroom             d) classroom  

2- There's always …………when she opens the curtains . 

A) wind           b) moonlight           c) sunlight              d) storms   

3- How big is her wardrobe? 

a) small              b) big                     c) brown                  d) long  

4- What hasn’t Heba got in her room?  

a) basin               b) armchair            c) wardrobe           d) bed   

_______________________________________________________________ 
)5MARKS(Finish the following dialogue -2 

Judy : Do you live in a flat or a house? 

Jana : I live in a house (1)……………… a large garden. 

Judy : Fantastic! How (2)……………. rooms do you have? 

Jana : We've got three rooms, a bathroom and a kitchen. Judy : Have you got a 

bedroom of your own? 

Jana : No. I (3)……………… a room with my sister. 

Judy : Why (4)………………… you like your bedroom? 

Jana : Because it's very comfortable. It has a big window and a wardrobe.  

Judy : (5)…………... there curtains in your room? 

Jana : Yes, there are. 

 
3-Read the following , then answer the questions (6Marks): 
  fing, then answer the questions: 
Mrs Hala was a teacher of English in a preparatory school. She was very kind and 

helpful, so all students liked he,. She used to come to school at 7 o'clock in the 

morning to give their students more lessons and help them with their homework. she 

has got a small family . her husband, Mr Samir is a doctor, her two daughters Sama 

and Nada and her only son Salah. Salah is going to be a dentist. But her elder 

daughter Sama who likes English and science wants to be a doctor like her father. 

Nada, the youngest daughter, wants to be a computer programmer. They are a 

happy family. 

 

 
 
 
 



A. Answer the following: following questions: 
1.Why did Mrs. Hala come to school at 7 o'clock? 

..................................................................... 

2.How many children has Mrs Hala got? 

.................................................................................. 

3.Why do you think all students like Mrs Hala? 

.......................................................................... 

 
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:  
. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4.Nada is the……………..in the family. 

a) longest b) youngest c) tallest d) heaviest  

5.The teacher's only son is going to be a................ 

a) teacher b) doctor c) dentist d) farmer  

6.Mrs Hala's husband works in a..................... 

a)  bank b) school c) farm d) hospital 

 
4-Choose the correct answer from a,b,c r d (10 MARKS): 
1. There's a brown ………… on the floor in our living room. 

a. card              b. carpet               c. curtain                             d. drawer 

2. Sama always tidies ……… the kitchen after cooking.                    
a. off                 b. down                 c. away                                d. up 

3. A/ An ………… is a model of a person. 

 a. figure          b. mask                 c. necklace                          d. arch 

4. Which sport do you like to ………… ?  

a. do                  b. make                c. see                                     d. be 

5. If there is a problem with your computer system, you can call ……  

a. engineer      b. computer engineer      c. shop worker    d. nurse 

6. ……… causes bad fires in Australia.                                                 
a. Flood            b. Drought          c. Earthquake                    d. Cold 
7 The nurse is a ........ . She saved a lot of people. 

a. hero                b. beggar              c. manager                              d. servant 

8. My father always ……… basketball. 
a. plays              b. play                   c. is played                                  d. playing 

9. When children speak to adults, they ……… say Mr or Miss and their name. 

a. should         b. mustn’t           c. shouldn't                         d. can’t 

10. You ……… touch the statues in the museum. 

a. must            b. could             c. should                                d. mustn’t 

5- Complete the sentences using the words in the brackets: (4 MARKS): 
1. How often ………………… (do) Ali go to the club? 

2. Where ………………… (be) you going? – I'm going to the zoo. 

3. This train goes ………………… (fast) than the last one. 

4. This is the museum ………………… (who) the school visited last year. 

rite a parag(6) Write a paragraph of (90) words on:                             ( 6 Marks ) 

      Y 

With my best wishes 

Your typical day   Your typical day   
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Model Answer  

)4 MARKS(  Listen and choose the correct answer-1 
1- c) bedroom              

2- c) sunlight               

3- b) big                    

4- a) basin               

)5MARKS(Finish the following dialogue -2 
(1) with  

(2) many   

(3) share  

(4) do   

(5) Are  

3-Read the following , then answer the questions (6Marks): 
A. Answer the following: following questions: 
1. To give their students more lessons and help them with their homework 

2. She has got three children. 

3. Because she is very kind and helpful. 

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d: e correct answfrom: 
4. b) youngest  

5. c) dentist   

6. d) hospital 

4-Choose the correct answer from a,b,c r d (10 MARKS): 
1. b. carpet                

2. d. up 

3. a. figure  

4. a. do 

5. b. computer engineer  

6. b. Drought        
7 . a. hero                 

8. a. plays    

9. a. should   

10. d. mustn’t 

5- Complete the sentences using the words in the brackets: (4 MARKS): 
1. does  

2. are  

3. faster  

4. which 

rite a parag(6) Write a paragraph of (90) words on:                             ( 6 Marks ) 

      Y 

 

Any suitable answer 

Your typical day   Your typical day   
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Listening text 

My name is Hala. I like my bedroom. When I open the curtains, 

there’s always lots of sunlight in the room. In front of my bed. I have a 

big wardrobe. I put my dresses in there. There is also an armchair 

next to the window. I don’t have a basin in my room because the 

bathroom is next to my room 
 

Listening text 

My name is Hala. I like my bedroom. When I open the curtains, 

there’s always lots of sunlight in the room. In front of my bed. I have a 

big wardrobe. I put my dresses in there. There is also an armchair 

next to the window. I don’t have a basin in my room because the 

bathroom is next to my room 
 

Listening text 

My name is Hala. I like my bedroom. When I open the curtains, 

there’s always lots of sunlight in the room. In front of my bed. I have a 

big wardrobe. I put my dresses in there. There is also an armchair 

next to the window. I don’t have a basin in my room because the 

bathroom is next to my room 

Listening text 

My name is Hala. I like my bedroom. When I open the curtains, 

there’s always lots of sunlight in the room. In front of my bed. I have a 

big wardrobe. I put my dresses in there. There is also an armchair 

next to the window. I don’t have a basin in my room because the 

bathroom is next to my room 

 



                                      Sample Test (1)  
                                                 (A) Listening  

1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- What is your mother's job? 
a) A nurse             b) A doctor               c) A scientist.             d) A vet. 
2- What did your mother do to get a good job? 
a) Slept well          b) Studied hard.       c) Worked hard        d) Both b and c. 
3- What does she do every day? 
a) Helps people.   b) Studies hard.         c) Both a and b.        d) Watches TV. 
4- What is the important thing she tells you about? 
a) Medicine          b) Science.                  c) Education             d) Health. 

 ========================================================== 
                                              (B) Language Functions 
2- Complete the following dialogue : 
Nasser and Omar are talking at school. 
Nasser : Do you have to study this evening, Omar? 
Omar  : (1) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Nasser : (2) -----------------------------------------------------------------------------? 
Omar  : Because I have a geography test tomorrow. 
Nasser : What about your brother? (3) -------------------------- to study, too? 
Omar  : (4) -------------------------, but he has to tidy up his bedroom.  
Nasser : Why does he have to tidy up it? 
Omar  : Because it's really messy ! 
Nasser : It's nearly the end of break. Where do we have to go for the next lesson? 
Omar : (5) -------------------------------------------------------- ! We've got science. 

 ========================================================== 
    (C) Reading Comprehension 

3- Read the following, then answer the questions : 
      If you want to visit Egypt, then here are the top historical sites to visit in 
Egypt. The Great Pyramids are one of the Seven Wonders of the World. 
They are tombs for the Pharaohs of ancient Egypt and guarded by the great  
Sphinx. Giza's Pyramids and Sphinx should not be missed. You should take  
a camel ride in the desert of the pyramids during your tour. It is really amazing. 
     Cairo has many historical sights you should visit during your tour in 
Cairo. The Egyptian museum and the treasures of King Tutankhamun are 
great. You can visit the Mosque of Mohamed Ali, Al Azhar Mosque and 
Khan Elkhalili. 
    Luxor is famous for the Valley of the Kings with many other museums, 
tombs and temples in the west of Luxor. The Valley of the Kings contains 63 
tombs for the kings. The Mummy of King Tutankhamun is still in the tomb. 
You can see it during your visit to the Valley of the Kings. 
 (1)  



     You must come to visit Aswan, the beautiful city in Upper Egypt. You can 
visit Philae temples in Aswan. You can have this felucca sailing during your 
tours in Aswan. You will see many ancient monuments like Elephantine  
Island and Kitsiner Museum in Aswan, and the amazing view of the Nile. 
(A) Answer the following questions : 
1- What is the main idea of the passage? ---------------------------------------------. 
2- What is the underlined pronoun “ it ” refer to? ---------------------------------. 
3- Why do you think Egypt is a good place to visit? -------------------------------. 
(B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
4- The Valley of the Kings contains ------------------- tombs for the kings. 
a) sixteen               b) sixty                c) sixty-three            d) thirty-six 
5- You can visit the Mosque of Mohamed Ali in ------------------------. 
a) Cairo                b) Aswan             c) Luxor                    d) Giza 
6- Tourists can sail on the Nile on a -------------------------------. 
a) bus                    b) felucca             c) camel                    d) elephants 

 ========================================================== 
   (D) Vocabulary and Structure 

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- In handball, they ----------------------- by throwing the ball into a goal. 
a) succeed            b) pass                   c) score                     d) cross 
2- The ruins at the Karnak Temple were --------- and we really enjoyed our visit ! 
a) terrible            b) amazing            c) boring                  d) ugly 
3- She always likes to read stories on the ------------------------. 
a) sofa                  b) wall                   c) tap                         d) TV 
4- In 2018, people --------- about 11 billion tons of rubbish around the world. 
a) spent                b) infected             c) produced              d) introduced 
5- On Saturday, we sometimes ------------------ time with our father. 
a) say                   b) leave                  c) spend                     d) stay 
6- They gave the footballer a ----------------------- test to check his health. 
a) random          b) noisy                   c) silly                        d) dirty 
7- ------ from the past can help us to understand what life was like many years ago. 
a) Subjects         b) Objects               c) Droughts              d) Floods 
8- She bought me the shorts --------- I wore when I played in the school volleyball team. 
a) when              b) where                 c) who                        d) which 
9- You -------------------- run near the pool. 
a) must              b) mustn't               c) don't have to         d) can 
10- I ------------------------ get up late. I go to work on time all the time. 
a) never            b) always                  c) hardly                   d) sometimes 

 ========================================================== 
5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets : 
1- It is important not to drive carelessly when it ---------------------- (rain). 
   (2)  



2- Did you -------------------- (use) walk to school? 
3- The Pyramids ----------------------- (visit) by many tourists every year. 
4- He is ------------------------- (good) than yesterday. 

 ========================================================== 
                                                (E) Writing 

 

6- Write a paragraph of NINETY (90) words on : 
                                      “ Your favourite subject ”  
 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

      

 ========================================================== 

                                      Sample Test (2)  
                                                 (A) Listening  

1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- What is the speaker's job? 

  a) An engineer         b) A nurse.          c) A scientist.             d) A teacher. 
  2- What kind of job is it? 
  a) Busy.                    b) Easy.               c) Boring.                   d) Ugly. 

3- What kind of ward does she work in? 
  a) Children's ward.   b) Men's ward.     c) Women's ward.       d) Girls' ward. 

4- Why is the speaker looking forward to going home? 
  a) To text friends.   b) To read.          c) To eat.                    d) To have a rest. 
 ========================================================== 

                                              (B) Language Functions 
2- Complete the following dialogue : 
A mother is buying a birthday present for her son. 
Seller    : Welcome. Can I help you with anything? 
Mother : Hi, I want to buy a present for my son's birthday. (1) ------------------ 
                any suggestions? 
Seller    : Yes. How about a nice shirt? 
Mother : (2) --------------------------------------------. Which one do you suggest? 
Seller    : The blue one is (3) -----------------------------------------------------. 
Mother : I like it. Do you have any trousers? 
   (3)  



Seller    : Yes. They're over here. 
Mother : (4) ------------------------------------------------------------------------? 
Seller    : The trousers are L.E. 400, and the shirt is L.E. 250. 
Mother : (5) --------------------------------. I'll take them. 

 ========================================================== 
    (C) Reading Comprehension 

3- Read the following, then answer the questions : 
      Alhassan Foundation is only three years old, but already they have many 
projects that help wheelchair users from the moment they first need a wheelchair. 
Mai Zein El Dein Hassan with Farah and Heiba started it after Mai had  
an accident and used a wheelchair. She wanted to do something to help disabled 
people. So far they are helping almost 1000 wheelchair users in Egypt. The 
help also goes to parents. Whether for adults or children, they try to teach 
them how to act in their daily life. 
      Fatma Ali, a teacher and wheelchair user said that wheelchair users can feel 
heavy at first, so Alhassan Foundation tries to give us lighter chairs. "I have 
always felt like the chair was riding me not the other way around," said Ali, 
who took a chair with help from the Foundation. 
     The Foundation currently works in Cairo but wants to go to Alexandria and 
South Egypt. They also want to expand the groups of people they work with, 
to provide for all types of disability. 
 (A) Answer the following questions : 
1- Who started Alhassan Foundation? -----------------------------------------------. 
2- What do you think Al Hassan Foundation is?  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
3- How many wheelchair users is Al Hassan Foundation helping so far? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
(B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
4- The underlined word “ types ” means ---------------------------. 
a) kinds                b) writes               c) skills                     d) fans 
5- The pronoun “ I ” refers to ----------------------------. 
a) Fatma              b) Ali                     c) Al Hassan           d) Mai 
6- Now the Foundation works in ---------------------------. 
a) South Egypt    b) Aswan              c) Alexandria          d) Cair 

 ========================================================== 
   (D) Vocabulary and Structure 

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- The ---------------------- take air into the body. 
a) eyes                  b) lungs                 c) ears                       d) legs  
2- He got up late and missed his bus. It was a/an. 
a) terrible            b) awesome          c) good                      d) attractive 

                                                               (4)  



3- Our uncle travelled ten years ago, we really ------------------- him.  
a) miss                   b) lose                     c) fail                       d) feel 
4- You must buy your ------------------- before you enter the theatre. 
a) scarf                  b) mask                  c) ticket                   d) paper 
5- A ------------------------ is a person who works in houses. 
a) servant              b) head teacher     c) beggar                 d) princess 
6- A kind person is someone who ------------------- well. 
a) sleeps                 b) plays                  c) behaves               d) travels 
7- I visited Al Ahmadi Mosque in Tanta and -------------------- in it.  
a) dived                 b) fished                 c) prayed                d) played 
8- Yasser's grandmother ---------------------- work in a hospital. 
a) use to                b) use                      c) used to                d) used 
9- While I -------------------------, saw my friend Amir. 
a) were waiting    b) was waiting       c) waited                 d) are waiting 
10- Mariam ------------------------ TV in bed. 
a) watch often      b) watches often    c) often watch        d) often watches 

 ========================================================== 
5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets : 
1- It's at the end of the day and the guests are ----------------- (slow) leaving. 
2- The books ----------- (whose) he used to help me were his old school books. 
3- In summer, more ice-cream --------------------- (eat) than in winter. 
4- I'm sorry I can't hear what you ---------------------- (say). 

 ========================================================== 
                                                  (E) Writing 
6- Write a paragraph of NINETY (90) words on : 
                     “ Your favourite story / A book you read ” 
 

 

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 ========================================================== 
                                                            (5)  



                                      Sample Test (3)  
                                                 (A) Listening  

1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- What buses do some cities use? 
a) Gas.                   b) Electric.                 c) Petrol.                   d) Old. 
2- How much pollution is there in these cities? 
a) Much.               b) A lot.                      c) Little.                     d) More. 
3- Which is quieter, the new buses or the old ones? 
a) The new buses.  b) The old buses.         c) Both of them.           d) None of them. 
4- How are the seats of the new buses? 
a) Cheaper. b) Older.                             c) Uncomfortable.     d) Comfortable. 

 ========================================================== 
                                              (B) Language Functions 
2- Complete the following dialogue : 
Tamer and Taha are talking about hobbies. 
Tamer : Taha, do you have a hobby? 
Taha    : (1) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Tamer : Oh, I like books, too. (2) ---------------------------------------------------? 
Taha    : Yes, I watch TV every day. I like drama and comedy programmes. 
Tamer : I like the news. And I go to the gym, too. 
Taha    : Me too ! Let's go together. 
Tamer : (3) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ !  
Taha    : When (4) -------------------------------------------------------------- there? 
Tamer : (5) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Taha   : That's great. I'll go with you. 

 ========================================================== 
    (C) Reading Comprehension 

3- Read the following, then answer the questions : 
       In Ancient Egypt, only the richest people had wooden furniture because 
it was very expensive, Today, most people have wooden furniture and it is  
not usually very expensive. 
      In Ancient Egypt, only very rich people used chairs Other parent on the 
floor Old chairs were made from wood and covered in gold, You can see 
them in the Museum of Egyptian Antiquities in Cairo, today, we all at on 
chairs at home. 
      We believe that the Ancient Egyptians made the very first tables, They 
were sometimes made from stone. They used tables for many things, such 
writing eating and playing games. Today, tables are usually made from wood. 
      The Ancient Egyptians also used mirrors. They were made from metal.  
They used mirrors to help them paint around their eyes to protect their eyes from 
the sun and keep away insects. Today, mirrors are usually made from glass. 

                                                              (6)  



 (A) Answer the following questions : 
1- What does the underlined pronoun “ They ” refer to? -------------------------. 
2- Why did people in Ancient Egypt use mirrors? ----------------------------------. 
3- What were old chairs covered in? ---------------------------------------------------. 
(B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
4- This passage is about objects in the -------------------------. 
a) past                   b) future              c) moon                    d) sun 
5- Today, wooden furniture is not usually very --------------------------. 
a) nice                   b) good                 c) cheap                    d) expensive 
6- In Ancient Egypt, tables were sometimes made from ---------------------. 
a) glass                  b) stone                c) metal                    d) wood 

========================================================== 
   (D) Vocabulary and Structure 

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- If you don't understand the lesson, I can explain it in other -----------------. 
a) rewards           b) awards              c) words                   d) wards 
2- The Ancient Egyptians made pots and bowls of ----------------- which came   
     from the River Nile 
a) clay                  b) water                 c) papyrus               d) metal  
3- Try to --------------------- new friends because this makes teenagers happy. 
a) leave                b) take                    c) make                   d) do 
4- Egypt has a warm -------------------- all over the year 
a) climate            b) weather              c) air                       d) wind 
5- They have a big, ------------------------- home with a large garden. 
a) bad                  b) attractive           c) ugly                     d) terrible 
6- Dr Yacoub helped many people --------------------- heart problems. 
a) with                 b) by                       c) in                         d) on 
7- A ------------------------ is a poor person who asks others for money, etc. 
a) beggar            b) servant               c) thief                     d) teacher 
8- ---------------------------- is older, you or your brother? 
a) Why                b) How                    c) Who                    d) Whose 
9- We're sitting --------------------- on the rocks because they are very sharp ! 
a) carefully         b) careful                c) more carefully    d) most careful 
10- The present -------------------- I bought for my grandmother is in my bag. 
a) which              b) who                     c) when                    d) where 

 ========================================================== 
5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets : 

  1- Where did he ---------------------------- (used) to live? 
  2- While I was reading my book, the phone ------------------- (ring). 
  3- The museum is ------------------- (far) from his house than Hamad's school. 
  4- Nabila is talking ------------ (quiet) to her friend because they are working in a library. 

                                                              (7)  



                                                (E) Writing 
 

  6- Write an e-mail of NINETY (90) words : 
  Write an e-mail to your friend Hytham telling him about your visit to Minya  
  last year. Your name is Maher. Your email address is maher@student.com    
  and your friend's email address is hytham@student.com  
 

 ========================================================== 

                                      Sample Test (4)  
                                                 (A) Listening  

1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- What is the organ that pumps blood around the body? 
a) The brain.         b) The heart.           c) The lung.                d) The head. 
2- What was the wrong idea Ancient Egyptians doctors thought of? 
a) The heart pumped water.                b) The heart pumped food. 
c) The heart pumped air.                     d) The heart pumped blood. 
3- What was the thing Ancient Egyptians doctors were the first people to understand? 

a) The brain.        b) The lung.             c) The head.               d) The leg. 
4- What was the thing they did not know how important it was? 
a) The heart.        b) The lung.             c) The head.               d) The brain. 

 ========================================================== 
                                              (B) Language Functions 
2- Complete the following dialogue : 
Dalia is talking with her dad about their family history. 
Dalia : Can I ask you some questions about our family history? 
Dad   : Of course, what do you want to know? 
Dalia : (1) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------? 
Dad   : When I was a child, I used to live in a village. 
Dalia : (2) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------? 
Dad   : I lived with my family. We used to live in (3) -----------------------------. 

                                                              (8)  

To          : ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
From      : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Subject  : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                           ----------------------------------------  
                           ---------------------------------------- 
                          ----------------------------------------- 



Dalia : What time did you usually use to get up? 
Dad   : (4) ------------------------ ! On a school day, I got up at about 4:30 a.m ! 
Dalia : Really? Why did you get up so early? 
Dad   : Because my school (5) ------------------. It took me an hour to get there. 

 ========================================================== 
    (C) Reading Comprehension 

3- Read the following, then answer the questions : 
     Jerash is a Roman city in the north of Jordan. It is located 48 kilometres 
north of the capital city Amman. It is more than 2,000 years old! Jerash is  
one of the most visited sites in Jordan after the Nabataean city of Petra. When  
you go there, the first thing you see is the entrance to the city. The arch is 
very tall. You must buy a ticket before you go in. The entrance is south of  
the ancient city, close to Hadrian's Arch. The ticket office is in a modern  
souq with souvenir shops, a post office and a coffeehouse, Keep your ticket,  
as you will have to show it at the South Gate. 
      The Romans enjoyed watching sport. There is a stadium for Roman horse 
races. You can watch races there today, Jerash has three Roman theatres. 
The biggest theatre is the South Theatre Five thousand people can sit here. 
This temple is on a hill. There is an amazing view of the city from here. I 
think it is important to learn about historic places around the world. We 
must protect them so that people can visit in the future, too. 
(A) Answer the following questions : 
1- What is the capital of Jordan? ------------------------------------------------------. 
2- How many people can sit in the South Theatre? --------------------------------. 
3- Where is Jerash? -----------------------------------------------------------------------. 
(B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
4- The first thing you see in the city of Jerash is the ------------------------. 
a) coffeehouse      b) entrance          c) ticket office          d) South Theatre 
5- Horse races are kind of ------------------------------. 
a) theatre             b) sport                 c) tour                      d) souvenir 
6- The underlined word “ souq ” means many ------------------------. 
a) shops                b) ships                 c) souvenirs             d) tickets 

========================================================== 
   (D) Vocabulary and Structure 

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- Let's hope the Egyptian team can win ----------------------- again ! 
a) competitions    b) teams                  c) goals                    d) players  
2- I'm not usually very interested -------------------- history. 
a) at                      b) with                     c) in                         d) players 
3- The ----------------------------- at the Karnak Temple are amazing. 
a) ruins                b) floods                   c) droughts             d) thieves 

                                                              (9)  



4- Dad --------------------------- home before we get up. 
a) makes              b) infects                  c) stays                   d) leaves 
5- He helped her to ------------------------ her maths exam. 
a) fail                   b) pass                      c) succeed               d) bath 
6- Tanta is known -------------------------- its delicious sweets. 
a) at                     b) to                          c) with                    d) for  
7- I'm ------------- cold and I'm looking forward to drinking some hot coffee ! 
a) feeling             b) falling                   c) filling                 d) failing 
8- That's my sister. She is smiling ----------------------- at the camera. 
a) happily           b) a happy                 c) happy                d) more happy 
9- You should ---------------------- running short distances. 
a) start                b) started                  c) starting              d) starts 
10- While I ---------------------------- at home, Amr phoned me. 
a) was                 b) was being              c) am                     d) were 

========================================================== 
5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets : 
1- A : Does Mariam have a computer? - B : Yes, she ------------------ (do). 
2- When did Egypt --------------------- (won) this competition? 
3- The children are singing --------------------- (loud) in the playground. 
4- Minya -------------------------- (know) for its delicious black honey. 

 ========================================================== 
                                                (E) Writing 

 

6- Write a paragraph of NINETY (90) words on : 
                     “ The effect of climate change on the environment ”  
 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

      

 ========================================================== 

                                      Sample Test (5)  
                                                 (A) Listening  

1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- What's Samira talking about? 
a) Her family tree.     b) Her holiday.    c) Her daily routine.     d) Her trip. 

                                                            (10)  



2- When does Samira get up? 
a) At 6:30 pm.          b) At 6:03 pm.       c) At 6:03 am.            d) At 6:30 am. 
3- What are her parents’ jobs? 
a) Doctors.               b) Teachers.            c) Sellers.                   d) Engineers. 
4- What does Samira like doing on the sofa? 
a) Reading.                b) Texting friends.   c) Doing homework.    d) Watching TV. 

 ========================================================== 
                                              (B) Language Functions 
2- Complete the following dialogue : 
Basmala and Batoul are looking at the Batoul's photo album. 
Basmala : What are you doing, Batoul? 
Batoul    : I (1) -------------------------------------------- my photo album. 
Basmala : Can I see it, please? 
Batoul    : (2) ------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Basmala : Oh, that's very wonderful ! (3) -----------------------------------------? 
Batoul    : We were in Al Azhar Park in Cairo. 
Basmala : Who is in the foreground of the photo? 
Batoul    : She's (4) -----------------------------------. She's sitting under the tree. 
Basmala : (5) ------------------------------------------ in the striped T-shirt? 
Batoul    : She's my cousin Sama. The man, next to her, is my father Mr Said. 

 ========================================================== 
    (C) Reading Comprehension 

3- Read the following, then answer the questions : 
       Teenagers need many things to feel happy. They should get lots of rest. 
They often don't sleep enough, but this is a time in your life when you need  
a lot of sleep. Young people who sleep eight to ten hours a night are much 
happier ! Teenagers should be friendly, it's good to be alone sometimes, but 
people need each other. Spend time with your family and also try to make 
new friends because this makes teenagers happy. Teenagers need to go 
outside. People need nature to be happy. Go to desert or the river or, if you 
live in the city, go to a park. They should help other people. When you do 
something kind for someone else, this makes you feel happy, too. Try it You 
feel really good. Teenagers should be grateful. One of the best ways to be happy  
is to remember the good things in your life and feel pleased about them. 
(A) Answer the following questions : 
1- What's the main idea of this text? --------------------------------------------------. 
2- What do the underlined words “ each other ” refer to? -----------------------. 
3- In your opinion, what's the best way to be a happy teenager? 

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
(B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
4- People should sleep --------------------------- hours a night. 
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a) five                   b) six                    c) eight                       d) four 
5- Someone who lives in the city can go to a -------------------- to enjoy nature. 
a) school              b) garage              c) prison                    d) park 
6- A grateful person is the one who ------------------------ people. 
a) thanks             b) hits                    c) protects                 d) gives 

========================================================== 
   (D) Vocabulary and Structure 

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- A terrible event such as an earthquake, is a natural --------------------. 
a) countryside     b) emergency        c) disaster                d) charity 
2- The Pyramids of Dahshur are ------- ! I went there last year and I loved it. 
a) awesome         b) amazed              c) boring                  d) bad 
3- I --------------------- the chickens, then I help my mum make dinner. 
a) feel                  b) get                      c) feed                       d) eat 
4- People believe that coral reefs are often ----------------- by scuba divers.  
a) stayed             b) damaged            c) infected                d) protected 
5- A deaf person can't -----------------------. 
a) see                   b) hear                    c) eat                        d) touch 
6-There is an amazing -------------------- of the city from the hill. 
a) review             b) site                      c) view                     d) sight 
7- This boy always ----------------- like an adult. All people like him. 
a) behaves           b) treats                  c) shouts                  d) plays 
8- On Saturdays, I always ---------------------- up at 11 o'clock. 
a) getting            b) gets                      c) get                        d) got 
9- When you were ten, did you ------------------ to live in a different house? 
a) use to              b) use                       c) used to                 d) used 
10- You ------------------ have a good reason to do a random act of kindness. 
a) have to           b) don't have to       c) must                    d) mustn't 

========================================================== 
5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets : 
1- My friend sews ------------------------------ (bad). 
2- A lot of cotton ---------------------------- (grow) in Egypt. 
3- Your English is good, but mine is ------------------------- (good). 
4- Mr Said is the teacher -------------------------- (where) I like most. 

========================================================== 
                                                (E) Writing 

 

6- Write an e-mail of NINETY (90) words : 
       Write an e-mail to your friend Dina telling her about your weekend  
  activities. Your name is Mayar. Your email address is mayar@yahoo.com    
  and your friend's email address is dina@gmail.com. 
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=========================================================== 

                                      Sample Test (6)  
                                                 (A) Listening  

1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- What charity do doctors and nurses volunteer for? 
a) The Alhassan Foundation.                 b) The Red Crescent. 
e) The Egyptian Food Bank.                  d) Baheya Foundation. 
2- What do they do in this charity? 
a) Treat people.   b) Feed people.          c) Kill people.            d) Find people. 
3- What should everybody do? 
a) Donating to a charity.                        b) Refusing a charity. 
c) Breaking a charity.                            d) Running away from a charity. 
4- When can they help people? 
a) At happy times.                                  b) At weddings.             
c) On Mother's Day.                              d) in a natural disaster. 

========================================================== 
                                              (B) Language Functions 
2- Complete the following dialogue : 

   Basmala is asking Batoul about her plans for tomorrow. 
   Basmala : What are you doing tomorrow? 
   Batoul    : Nothing really. 
   Basmala : (1) -------------------------------------- a film or something? 
   Batoul    : What's on these days? 
   Basmala : I think they (2) ------------------------- playing "Lord of the Rings". 
   Batoul    : (3) ------------------------------------------. Let's watch that. 
   Basmala : Where should we meet? 
   Batoul    : (4) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------? 
   Basmala : Alright. I'll meet you there. (5) ----------------------------------------? 
   Batoul    : At one o'clock. 
                                                            (13) 

To          : ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
From      : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Subject  : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                           ----------------------------------------  
                           ---------------------------------------- 
                          ----------------------------------------- 



    (C) Reading Comprehension 
3- Read the following, then answer the questions : 
     Luxor, which was once known as Thebes (the capital of Ancient Egypt) 
is located in Southern Egypt - 670 km South of Cairo, Luxor today is a city  
of around 150,000 people. It is the second most visited tourist city in Egypt 
after Cairo. There are many monuments to visit such as the Karnak Temple, 
the Luxor Temple, the Valley of Kings and the Valley of Queens. 
     Aswan (was known as Syene during Ancient Egypt) is located about 81  
km south of Luxor. This small modern city has about 230,000 people who  
are mostly Nubians. Aswan has many views on the Nile. You can begin your 
day in Aswan by going on a relaxing tour on a felucca on the Nile River.  
You can visit the Elephantine Island, the Botanical Garden Island and the 
High Dam.  
      Take a walk through Egypt's historical monuments and make your visit 
to Luxor and Aswan a wonderful one. The best time to visit these two cities 
would be during the winter as the weather during that time is very pleasant. 
(A) Answer the following questions : 
1- What does the underlined word “ This ” refer to? ------------------------------. 
2- What was the capital of Ancient Egypt? ------------------------------------------. 
3- Which has more people, Luxor or Aswan? ---------------------------------------. 
(B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
4- The underlined word “ pleasant ” means --------------------------. 
a) bad                   b) ugly                  c) cloudy                   d) nice 
5- Aswan is -------------------- of Luxor. 
a) south                b) north                c) east                       d) west 
6- You can enjoy a felucca on the Nile in ----------------------. 
a) Luxor              b) Aswan               c) Thebes                 d) Karnak 

 ========================================================== 
   (D) Vocabulary and Structure 

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- In handball, they ----------------------- by throwing the ball into a goal. 
a) succeed            b) pass                   c) score                     d) cross 
2- The ruins at the Karnak Temple were --------- and we really enjoyed our visit ! 
a) terrible            b) amazing            c) boring                  d) ugly 
1- My father always tells me that ------------------ is very important. 
a) cancer              b) disease              c) infection              d) education 
2- Tourists must not ------------------------- places they visit. 
a) save                 b) repair                c) protect                 d) damage 
3- A --------------------- school is a school where students live all the time. 
a) boarding         b) nursery             c) primary               d) secondary 
4- He has no money. He is very ----------------------. 
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a) awesome         b) proud                c) rich                      d) poor  
5- The hotel is located --------------------- a lovely beach. 
a) on                    b) out                     c) of                         d) for 
6- He ----------------------------- his hand and said goodbye. 
a) tried                b) touched             c) hit                        d) waved 
7- ---------------------------- ! I'm so happy for you. 
a) Shame            b) Sorry                 c) Pity                      d) Congratulations 
8- Mr Zaki is the teacher ------------- helped me when I started at this school. 
a) whom             b) who                    c) which                  d) where 
9- The new museum is -------------- from Cairo than it is from old museum. 
a) far                  b) the furthest        c) furthest              d) further 
10- What --------------------------- the Egyptian junior team do in 2019? 
a) were               b) did                      c) are                      d) do 

========================================================== 
5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets : 
1- You mustn't eat or ------------------------- (drinks) at the library. 
2- I ---------------------------- (learn) to sail now. 
3- China is much ------------------------- (big) than Britain. 
4- They --------------------- (be) usually late. 

 ========================================================== 
                                                (E) Writing 

  

6- Write a paragraph of NINETY (90) words on : 
                             “ An Egyptian object in another country ”  
 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

      

 ========================================================== 

                                      Sample Test (7)  
                                                 (A) Listening  

1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
  1- When did you come to Antarctica? 
  a) A month ago.    b) A year ago.     c) A week ago.          d) A day ago. 
  2- When is it dark in Antarctica? 
                                                            (15) 



  a) All day.             b) All night.         c) At noon.                           d) a and b. 
  3- Who do you miss there? 
  a) Friends.            b) Family.             c) Friends and family.        d) None. 
  4- How many people are working with you there? 
  a) 20 people.         b) 12 people.         c) 22 people.                        d) 21 people. 
========================================================== 

                                              (B) Language Functions 
2- Complete the following dialogue : 
Rami is sharing his daily routine with Ragab. 
Rami    : Hi ! Ragab, how are you? 
Ragab    : I'm having a problem with my daily routine. Can you share yours with me? 

Rami    : (1) -----------------------------------------. What do you want to know? 
Ragab  : When do you get up? 
Rami    : (2) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Ragab  : (3) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------? 
Rami    : I have my breakfast at 7 a.m. 
Ragab  : (4) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------? 
Rami    : l go to school at 8 a.m. 
Ragab  : (5) ---------------------------------, it will help me a lot. 

========================================================== 
    (C) Reading Comprehension 

3- Read the following, then answer the questions : 
     There are some great jobs that you can do. Many great jobs do something 
to help other people. It is a great job to be a doctor or nurse. They save the 
lives of people every day. Many people think they are heroes! This is a 
famous doctor called Professor Rashad Barsoum. 
     Rashad Sami Barsoum was born on July 30, 1941 in Assiut, Egypt. He is 
the son of Sami Botros and Soad Naguib. He is married to Mona Tawfik 
Farid. He has three children : Nadine, Mireilie and Noha. They all are 
doctors now. He learned about medicine at Cairo University. He finished  
his study at the Faculty of Medicine at Al-Qasr Al-Ainy in 1962. He wrote  
22 books to explain the kidney disease. 
     Today, he is one of the most important kidney doctors in the world. He 
also teaches people to become doctors at Cairo University. One day, these 
people will save lives and be new heroes. 
(A) Answer the following questions : 
1- When was Rashad Barsoum born? ------------------------------------------------. 
2- Where does he teach people? --------------------------------------------------------. 
3- What do you think of Dr Rashad Barsoum? -------------------------------------. 
(B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
4- The underlined pronoun “ They ” refers to Rashad's ------------------. 
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a) wife                   b) children           c) parents                 d) nurses 
5- He wrote ------------------- books about kidney. 
a) twelve               b) twenty              c) twenty-two          d) twenty-one 
6- He finished his university study in ----------------------. 
a) 1962                  b) 1941                  c) 1926                     d) 1914 

========================================================== 
   (D) Vocabulary and Structure 

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- He looks after all the people who work in the hospital. He is a -------------. 
a) nurse               b) doctor                c) manager              d) worker 
2- Students must ---------------------------- school rules. 
a) follow              b) break                 c) borrow                 d) lend 
3- --------------------- means happening without a plan.  
a) Random          b) Freedom           c) Kindness              d) Sorrow  
4- Doctors help people to stop by --------------------------. 
a) infections        b) infect                 c) infected                d) infects   
5- Drier weather is ------------------- the ice on top of the mountains, 
a) sinking            b) trying                c) leaving                 d) melting  
6- She is ---------------------------- a selfie under the tree. 
a) making           b) taking                c) having                  d) spending 
7- A --------------------- teaches people how to play or improve a sport. 
a) scientist          b) sports coach      c) nurse                    d) worker  
8- I saw an accident while I -------------------------- to school. 
a) was walking   b) walked               c) am walking         d) walk  
9- They --------------- have an expensive car. Now they have an awesome one. 
a) used                b) used to               c) didn't use             d) didn't use to        
10- She is laughing --------------------------. 
a) loudly             b) loud                   c) louder                   d) a loud 

========================================================== 
5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets : 
1- Has your father ------------------------- (get) a car? 
2- I don't know who ---------------------------- (take) your bag yesterday. 
3- Reading a book is ------------------ (most) useful than playing video games. 
4- My uncle Rashid ------------------------ (be) born in 1961. 

 ========================================================== 
                                                (E) Writing 

 

6- Write an e-mail of NINETY (90) words : 
     Write an e-mail to your friend Ali to congratulate him on his success. Your 
   name is Samir. Your email address is samir@gmail.com    
  and your friend's email address is ali@hotmail.com  
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 ========================================================== 

                                      Sample Test (8)  
                                                 (A) Listening  

1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- Who does Yunis want to help? 
a) Mother.             b) Father.                  c) Grandfather.      d) Grandmother. 
2- What does Yunis want to eat? 
a) An apple.          b) A watermelon.      c) A peach.              d) An orange. 
3- What do they need to cut the fruit? 
a) A knife.             b) A fork.                   c) A spoon.              d) A bowl.  
4- Where's the fruit? 
a) On the floor.    b) On the sofa.           c) On the table.        d) In the fridge. 

 ========================================================== 
                                              (B) Language Functions 
2- Complete the following dialogue : 

    Reem and Aya are trying to help solve the problem of using much water. 
  Reem : Why are you busy? 
  Aya    : (1) -------------------------------------------- a school project. 
  Reem : What is it about? 
  Aya    : It's (2) ---------------------------------------------------------------------. 
  Reem : Why do you call it a problem? 
  Aya    : The (3) ----------------------------------- we all use too much water. 
  Reem : That's true. So, how can we use less water? 
  Aya    : Well, (4) ----------------------------------- try recycling water? 
  Reem : (5) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------? 
  Aya    : For example, we could use the water from washing to water the  
               plants. 

 ========================================================== 
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To          : ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
From      : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Subject  : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                           ----------------------------------------  
                           ---------------------------------------- 
                          ----------------------------------------- 



    (C) Reading Comprehension 
3- Read the following, then answer the questions : 
     Global Recycling Day started in 2018 to show the importance of recycling. It is 
a day for the world to come together and put the planet first. It is an event in 
March to remind people of the importance of recycling things including paper, 
plastic, metal, water and even gas and oil. There are now recycling events in 
many different countries. 
     In 2018, people produced about 11 billion tons of rubbish around the world, 
At the moment, a lot of our rubbish is burnt and this can lead to climate 
change. No country recycles as much rubbish as Germany : It recycles more 
than 56% of it. In 1991, it recycled about 3%. South Korea recycles more 
than 53% of its rubbish. Coloured plastic bottles and some plastic cups are 
not used anymore, because you can recycle them. Most countries hope to 
recycle more in the future. 
(A) Answer the following questions : 
1- What is the best title for this passage? ---------------------------------------------. 
2- Which country recycles the most? --------------------------------------------------. 
3- How do you think we can help solve the problem of rubbish? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
(B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
4- Global Recycling Day is in ----------------------------. 
a) 2018                  b) 1991                 c) March                  d) May 
5- Burning rubbish can make the climate ----------------------------. 
a) stay                   b) change             c) damage                d) disappear 
6- The underlined word “ lead to ” is similar to -------------------------. 
a) recycle              b) protect             c) damage                d) cause 

 ========================================================== 
   (D) Vocabulary and Structure 

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- My daily ---------------------------- is the same every school day ! 
a) library             b) break                c) routine                  d) uniform 
2- Magdy Yacoub stopped most of his work as a -------------- a long time ago. 
a) coach               b) surgeon            c) junior                     d) senior 
3- We pray in the ------------------------------. 
a) museum          b) mosque             c) castle                      d) arch 
4- Sidi Bou Said is ----------------------- in north Tunisia. 
  a) located          b) caught               c) infected                 d) stayed 
5- Try to ----------------------- random acts of kindness. 
  a) stay               b) have                   c) do                          d) make 
6- The Ancient Egyptians used ------------------- and bowls for making food. 
  a) bins               b) pots                    c) tabs                       d) lambs 
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7- He makes sure that people are safe in the streets. He is a -------------------. 
a) street-food seller                             b) computer engineer 
c) shop worker                                    d) police officer 

  8- I --------------------- listen to music on my way to school. I don't like music. 
a) always            b) never                    c) usually                  d) often 

  9- They --------------------------- the first team from Africa to win it 
  a) were               b) did                        c) was                        d) does 
  10- I ----------------------------- my bag on the floor while I was taking a photo. 
  a) putting           b) put                        c) was putting           d) am putting 
========================================================== 

5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets : 
1- It's normal to get worried or to feel -------------------- (sadly) sometimes. 
2- Nader ------------------------- (have to) get ready for school. 
3- It is --------------------- (much) than 2,000 years old. 
4- Many fish ----------------------- (catch) in the sea near Port Said every day. 

 ========================================================== 
                                                (E) Writing 

 

6- Write a paragraph of NINETY (90) words on : 
                                      “ The Ancient Egyptians ”  
 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

      

 ========================================================== 

                                      Sample Test (9)  
                                                 (A) Listening  

1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- When is Global Recycling Day? 
a) In March.         b) In May.                  c) In June.                d) In July. 
2- When did it start? 
a) In 2015.            b) In 2016.                  c) In 2017.                d) In 2018. 
3- Which country can recycle more things than Germany? 
a) None.                b) One.                       c) Two.                     d) I don't know 
4- Which things can we recycle? 
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a) Paper.              b) Plastic.                    c) Oil.                       d) All of them. 
 ========================================================== 

                                              (B) Language Functions 
2- Complete the following dialogue : 

  Basil is trying to help Ali because he doesn't feel well. 
  Basil : Good evening. Where are you going? 
  Ali    : I am going to the doctor. I don't feel well these days. 
  Basil : (1) ----------------------------------------------------------------------? 
  Ali    : I have got a headache. 
  Basil : (2) --------------------------------------------------------------- exercises? 
  Ali    : No. You know I am busy with my studies. I (3) ------------- all the time. 
  Basil : That's why you don't feel well. 
  Ali    : What do you mean? 
  Basil : (4) ------------------------, a person who studies all day and does not 
              do exercise should be ill. 
  Ali   : Yes, (5) --------------------------------------------------------------------. 
 ========================================================== 

    (C) Reading Comprehension 
3- Read the following, then answer the questions : 
     Rawan is a good reader. She likes reading all kinds of books, but storybooks 
are her favourite. One day, her father gave her a present. It was an interesting 
storybook Gulliver's Travels. She likes this story because it has lots of information 
about different countries. Gulliver was a famous sailor. He sailed on an island. 
    People who lived on that island were too small and too short but they were 
nice and kind. They gave Gulliver some drinks and food. They liked him and 
wanted him to stay for a long time with them on the island. Gulliver couldn't 
stay because he wanted to travel to other countries. 
(A) Answer the following questions : 
1- What does the underlined pronoun “ him” refer to? ---------------------------. 
2- How were the people on the island? ------------------------------------------------. 
3- Why didn't Gulliver stay on the island for long?  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
 (B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
4- The best title for this passage could be “ ------------------------ ”.  
a) Islands              b) Books               c) Travelling       d) An interesting story 
5- People of the island wanted Gulliver to ------------------- for a long time. 
a) sail                     b) read                 c) stay                  d) travel 
6- Rawan likes the story because it ------------------------------------. 
a) is nice                                             b) has information about countries 
c) is short                                           d) is small 

========================================================== 
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  (D) Vocabulary and Structure 
4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- The heart --------------------------- blood around the body. 
a) breathes          b) pumps               c) takes in                 d) goes 
2- Ancient Egyptians used ------------------------ for writing. 
a) wood               b) papyrus             c) cotton                    d) paper 
3- Not many fish live in the river because it is very ----------------------. 
a) pollution        b) polluted             c) polluting                d) pollute 
4- Have you got that game called ------------------- one out? 
a) pull                 b) push                   c) add                        d) odd 
5- To ---------------------------- is to give food to a person or animal. 
a) eat                   b) lift                      c) feed                       d) drink 
6- Mohammed Salah, the famous sports person, is ----------- for his kindness. 
a) opened            b) known               c) closed                    d) spent 
7- I like my ------------------------------- who lives next to us. 
a) sofa                 b) sign                    c) neighbour             d) thief 
8- Hamdi ------------------------- drink coffee for breakfast. 
a) don't               b) doesn't               c) hasn't                   d) isn't 
9- My aunt Dalia is the person --------------------- is always very kind to me. 
a) when               b) what                   c) which                   d) who 
10- Before Yasser's grandfather had children, he -------- know how to drive a car. 
a) doesn't            b) didn't                 c) isn't                      d) hasn't 

========================================================== 
5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets : 
1- Sami is ----------------------- (learn) sign language at school. 
2- You mustn't ----------------------- (been) noisy in class. 
3- Lying on a beach is ----------------------- (relaxing) than working in the city. 
4- Football -------------------------------- (play) all around the world. 

 ========================================================== 
                                                (E) Writing 

  

6- Write a paragraph of NINETY (90) words on : 
                                      “ A beautiful city you like ”  
 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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                                      Sample Test (10)  
                                                 (A) Listening  

1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- Where are the whole day? 
a) At the library.                                     c) At home.        
c) At school.                                            d) At the airport. 
2- How many times was the speaker on a plane before? 
a) Once.                  b) Two times.          c) Three times.           d) None. 
3- What is the sister doing? 
a) Reading.             b) Taking photos.   c) Sleeping.                d) Playing. 
4- What are the parents buying? 
a) Sandwiches.       b) Fruits.                 c) Vegetables.            d) Cakes. 

 ========================================================== 
                                              (B) Language Functions 
2- Complete the following dialogue : 
Nawal is talking to Amal about the science lesson today. 
Nawal : Hi, Amal. What did you do in the science lesson today? 
Amal  : I was ill in bed. 
Nawal : We (1) ----------------------------------------------. It was very interesting. 
Amal  : (2) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------? 
Nawal : The project was about the sun. It's very hot. 
Amal  : (3) ---------------------------------------------------- any homework? 
Nawal : Yes we have some research, but we can do the research online. 
Amal  : There's an important football match tomorrow. Are you going to  
              watch it?  
Nawal : (4) ----------------------------, I am going to watch the match with dad. 
              Come and watch it with us. 
Amal  : (5) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

========================================================== 
    (C) Reading Comprehension 

3- Read the following, then answer the questions : 
     Every day Nader wakes up at 6:00 o'clock, but he gets up at 6:10. Then,  
he goes to the bathroom, after that he has a shower. Then he puts on his 
uniform. There are different uniforms for a police officer in different countries. 
You can see him in light blue shirt, dark blue pants and black hat. Or you 
can see him in green shirt, pants and hat. He also wears white shirt, black 
jacket and black pants. At 6:30, he has breakfast. He eats fruit with milk, 
bread and butter with some cheese. He drinks coffee and some orange juice. 
     He leaves the house at 7 o’clock. He goes to work by car. It takes 30 minutes 
to get to work. He starts work at 7:40. When he arrives at the station, he has 
another coffee while he is working. After that, he starts work in the streets to 
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make sure that people are safe in the streets. At 12 o'clock, he has lunch. 
After lunch, he goes out again to the roads to work. There he watches the 
roads, helps people in accidents, writes tickets and catches thieves. 
(A) Answer the following questions : 
1- What’s Nader’s job?  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
2- What does the underlined pronoun “ It ” refer to?  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
3- How long does he take to get to work?  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
(B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
4- Nader goes to his work at ---------------------------. 
a) 7:40                   b) 7:30                 c) 7:15                       d) 7:00  
5- Nader works in the streets to ------------------ people. 
a) damage             b) protect            c) kill                         d) feed 
6- The underlined verb "puts on" means --------------------------. 
a) stops                  b) helps               c) wears                    d) arrives 

========================================================== 
   (D) Vocabulary and Structure 

4- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 
1- Yasser was -------------------- a school project on someone in his family. 
a) doing               b) making              c) spending              d) leaving 
2- Women wear --------------------------- around their necks. 
a) masks              b) watches             c) necklaces              d) rings 
3- I want to learn ---------------------- language. 
a) wave                b) sight                  c) signal                    d) sign 
4- You should throw ----------------------- in the bin. Don't leave it here. 
b) rubbish           b) children            c) tools                      d) experiments 
5- My teacher always ----------------------- Gem Book to use. 
a) takes               b) recommends      c) buys                     d) pays 
6- There are a lot of buildings that date to the Romans ---------------------. 
a) castles             b) presents              c) birthdays            d) times 
7- We need a ----------------------- to cut the watermelon. 
a) ruler               b) knife                    c) tap                       d) sofa 
8- I didn't ------------------------ know much about my family history. 
a) use to              b) use                       c) used to                d) used 
9- You run -------------------------. Wait for me, please. 
a) fast                 b) a fast                    c) fastest                 d) less fast 
10- We ------------------------- wash our hands before we eat. 
a) mustn't          b) didn't                   c) should                 d) will 

========================================================== 
                                                            (24)  



5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets : 
1- My cousin always ------------------------ (text) me. 
2- He ---------------------------------- (is reading) all morning yesterday. 
3- Are you --------------------------- (tall) than your sister? 
4- Today, it's not ------------------------------ (windy) as yesterday. 

========================================================== 
                                                (E) Writing 

 

6- Write a paragraph of NINETY (90) words on : 
                                             “ A famous doctor ”  
 

  

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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SUN&MOON SERIES  } PREP2.5TEST ON UNITS {1.2.3.4    

:4 MARKS Listen and choose the correct answer-1  
1. The Egyptian handball team won the handball .................cup of Nations. 
a) Europe      b) Asia                c) America                  d) Africa 
2. Which country did the Egyptian team play against ? 
a) Egypt        b) Germany         c) Algeria                   d) Tunisia 
3. the junior team won the under- ........................ World Cup . 
a) 9              b) 19                   c) 29                          d) 17 
4. The Egyptian handball team under- 19 were the ........ team From Africa 
to win the World Cup. 
a) first         b) second             c) third                      d) fourth 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

:5MARKS Finish the following dialogue-2 

Interviewer : Can I ask you some more questions? 
Mohamed : Yes, of (1)…………. 
Interviewer : (2)…………..…do you play bowling? 
Mohamed : I play bowling on Mondays and Fridays. 
Interviewer : And when do you play (3)………….……? 
Mohamed : I play football on Saturdays. 
Interviewer : Do you (4)………………swimming? 
Mohamed : Yes, on Tuesdays. 
Interviewer : What do you do on Wednesdays? 
Mohamed : I (5)………………... to music. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3-Read the following , then answer the questions 6Marks: 
     Last August, when the weather was hot, we went to the beach near my 
home in Hurghada. Mariam made this sandcastle. There was a cave in the 
rocks. But Mariam didn't want to go into it, because she was frightened! 
Last October, we visited my uncle, aunt and cousins in Cairo. We had a 
picnic in Al Azhar Park. We ate delicious food, then we played games and 
my cousin All rode his bike. When I was eight, we went to Siwa. We swam in 
the lake, and climbed the mountain. We saw camels and slept in a tent in 
the desert. It was my favourite holiday! A- Answer the following questions : 
  
 
 
 



1. Do you think that they enjoyed their visit to Cairo ? Why ? 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
 
2. What does the underlined word "it" refer to ? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
3. Why didn't Mariam go into the cave ? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
B- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :  
4.The word "frightened" means very ………………….                                           
a) strong       b) happy          c) afraid          d) angry                                                     
5. Al Azhar Park is in ………………….                                                                     
a) Cairo        b) Hurghada    c) Siwa            d) Aswan                                               
6. "August" is a …………………. month.                                                                         
a) winter      b) summer       c) autumn       d) spring 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4-Choose the correct answer from a,b,c r d 10 MARKS: 
1. The opposite of “senior “ is ...................... 
a) little              b) junior                   c) older                  d) toddler 
 
2. You can score a goal in handball by .................... the ball into the gaol.                                                                                    
a) tackling        b) heading              c) throwing            d) kicking                        
 
3. 122. Assiut police station, what‟s the ........................... ?                                          
a) point             b) subject                  c) topic                   d) mergency                                                                                    
 
4. We breathe ................. oxygen and breathe out Carbone dioxide.           
a) in                   b) out                        c) on                        d) by                                            
 
5. I‟m proud ................. have such a fantastic friend like you.                                
a) of                  b) to                           c) in                        d) with                                             
 
6. I know that your life used to.................. difficult.                                               
a) are               b) is                            c) be                        d) am                                     
 
7. In the past, people …………………….. to work long hours.                              
a) used             b) doesn't use           c) isn't used            d) don't use                                     
 
8. What did Omar do .. week ?  He visited his close friend Ali.                           
a) last              b) next                       c) after                    d) a                                                   
 



9. They didn‟t ..................... what happened to Rahma.                                                
A) knew         b) known                   c) know                    d) knows                          
 
10. Dr Magdi Yacub is my Egyptian................He helps sick people for free.                                                                                
a) zero           b) degree                   c) hello                      d) hero 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5-Read anduse the words in brackets 4 MARKS: 
1- We …………{have} an English test last Saturday.  
2. How often ………………… {do} Ahmed go to the club? 
3-When………{do} your brother work yesterday?  
4- Mohamed ……..{have to}buy bread , we have a lot. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6-Write a paragraph of 90 words about your {favourite sport}     6 MARKS: 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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